DANI KRISTINA RELEASES SOULFUL POP-BALLAD “YOU DON’T GET TO
CHOOSE”
Created alongside Grammy-nominated, Juno-winning Trevor James Anderson, Dani Kristina’s “You Don’t Get to Choose” is an
impactful pop-ballad of the best sort. Opposing societal limitations, this track explores the power that comes with making your own
decisions about love. With artwork created by TikTok’s @katamogz, this soft-pop track is a preface to her upcoming EP, and is
perhaps her most vulnerable one to date.
Following the successful release of her singles I Wanna Belong and Burning
Parachute, Dani Kristina has established her sound as an up and coming pop
artist.
Just like Taylor Swift, Lennon Stella, Halsey, and countless other inspirations,
Dani knows how to write bangers. Through the process of writing over 600
songs as a teenager and training as a classical pianist and vocalist, she has
found her niche. Dani is a confident, mature, creative, and open-minded artist
looking to build a team and grow her brand.
As a classically trained mezzo-soprano and pianist, Dani's diverse musical roots
allow her to experiment with complex harmonies within her songwriting.
Growing up around Toronto, Ontario, she's spent her whole life taking in diverse
soundscapes, curating her own unique sound and experimenting with diﬀerent
styles.
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Fellow creatives and musicians have been loving the
new single:
“Dani Kristina can only write bops!” - Jake Mitchell
“All those harmonies at the end” - The Mainway
Music
“Great track, worth a listen” - DJ Sergioking
“The QUEEN has spoken!” - Grammy nominated
Trevor James Anderson
“Great song Dani” - Singer-songwriter Jacob
Hensley
Listen to Dani Kristina’s “You Don’t Get to
Choose” available now on all streaming
platforms!
https://www.danikristina.com/you-dont-get-tochoose
You Don’t Get to Choose Credits:
Writer: Danijela Kristina Hajdinjak
Producers: Trevor James Anderson, Julijana
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Hajdinjak
Recording and Mixing Engineer: Trevor James Anderson
Arranger: Julijana Hajdinjak
Vocal Producer: Trevor James Anderson
Electric & Acoustic Guitar: Andrew Sporcic
Bass Guitar: Andrew Sporcic
Background Vocals: Andrew Draganjac, Julijana Hajdinjak, Dani Kristina, Claire Mason, Andrew Sporcic, Julia St. Cyr
Mastering: Dan Weston
Cover Art: En Flique Creative
Recorded at: Noble Street Studios, Toronto ON.

For more information, visit: www.danikristina.com or email danikristinamusic@gmail.com

